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A DANCE PROGRAM BREAKS TRADITION

SPECIAL TO THE NEW YORK TIMES APRIL 15, 1971

Traditionat modern-dance pieties were thrown Casually overboard Tuesday
evening when Ze'eva Cohen decided to give a ‘solo program using other
choreographers’ works for the bulk of her performance at the Cubiculo. Though
custom and usage has heretofore dictated that the dancer-choreographer appear
exclusively in her own pieces, Miss Cohen chose to perform the works of four other
choreographers in addition to her own.

This type of programing, quite common in musical recitals, is virtually
unknown in modern-dance circles, where the habit has been to present only the
work of one choreographer in a program. The custom doggedly ignores the fact
that few choreographers have sufficient variety to sustain high-level interest for an
entire evening.

Miss Cohen has a loose and full-blooded style of dancing that is seen to best
effect in mood pieces such as Deborah Jowitt's “Green River Road/ (Summer),” her
own “Cloud Song” and Peggy Cicierska's “Harriet.” In each she had sufficient
emotive room to move in an unhurried manner that seems most congenial. More
precisionist pieces such as Gorda Zimmermann ‘s “Contrasts” or selected solos
from Jeff Duncan's “Resonances” seemed to draw less response from her.

The program was a pleasure to watch both for Miss Cohen's dancing and the
freshness of its approach. Other choreographers might even find it useful to look at
their own work done by a second party with her sensitivity.

DON MCDONAGH.
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